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Spa Nuxe 

"Alluring Spa"

It is a given that spas are the ultimate destinations for relaxation, but Spa

Nuxe allures you with its vaulted stone dimensions, wooden cabins and

tent expeditions. Soothing massages, skin treatments using plant-based

products are rejuvenating. While the facial treatments are heavenly, using

their own signature products and leaving your skin glowing afterwards.

Massages are just as wonderful with cozy, heated massage tables and

soothing oils. If you want to treat yourself to a luxurious spa treatment,

then Spa Nuxe is definitely a great choice while in Paris.

 +33 1 4236 6565  fr.nuxe.com/spa-nuxe-

montorgueil

 spanuxe-

montorgueil@nuxe.com

 32-34 Rue Montorgueil, Paris

 by nnoeki   

Spa at Four Seasons Hotel George

V 

"Luxurious Rejuvenation!"

The spa housed at the Four Seasons Hotel George V is a cove of luxury.

The range of services offered here will rejuvenate your senses from head

to toe. Choose from a massage, facial or a hairstyle. Try out their special

treatments: Versailles and Magnolia. A Stroll to Versailles offers guests

treatments that Marie Antoinette once enjoyed, while the Tropical

Magnolia is an exclusive massage therapy that will rid you of your

weariness. The whirlpool, sauna and pool can be utilized even after the

schedule for treatments end. Check the website for further information.

 +33 1 4952 7000  www.fourseasons.com/par

is/spa/

 reservation.paris@fourseas

ons.com

 31 Avenue George V, Four

Seasons Hotel George V,

Paris

 by By Dennis Wong   

Villa Thalgo 

"Thalassotherapy in the Heart of Paris"

On one of the most elegant streets in Paris stands this temple dedicated

to beauty therapy. Treatments are offered on an hourly, half-day or full

day basis. The seven hour session starts with aqua gym, followed by a

body scrub, balneo-therapy, seaweed wrap, jet shower, a half-hour

massage and treatment for face, hands and feet. What a packed program!

For the half-day and full day treatments, a lunch tray is provided where

one could enjoy a healthy salad by the pool.

 +33 1 4562 0020  www.villathalgo.com/  contact@villathalgo.com  8 avenue Raymond Poincaré,

Paris
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